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“Weaving quicksilver supernatural strands into an 
evocative tapestry of rural Irish life, Santiago 

conjures a truly haunting page-turner”  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About Mikel…. 
Mikel Santiago was born in Portugalete (Vizcaya, Spain) in 
1975. He devoted his youth to playing in rock bands and later 
began to publish short stories and novels on the Internet, with 
which he managed to reach the list of best sellers in Spain and 
the United States (Barnes & Noble) THE LAST NIGHT IN 
TREMORE BEACH, his literary debut, was an editorial 
phenomenon translated into more than twenty languages 
including English with ATRIA BOOKS (Simon & Schuster) His 
next novels, EL MAL CAMINO, EL EXTRAÑO VERANO DE 
TOM HARVEY, and LA ISLA DE LAS ULTIMAS VOCES have 
also reaped great success among readers and critics. Several of 
his novels are in the process of becoming the world of the big 
screen. 
 
 

The works. 
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LAST NIGHT AT 
TREMORE 

BEACH 

★★★★★ “It kept me 
guessing and I had no idea 
who to trust or what was real 
or not. I spent about 3 days 
reading the first three 
quarters of it, enjoying it and 
being entertained as well as 
really immersed in the story, 
Then I hit the final run and my 
life stopped until it finished. It 
reminded me of a thriller film 
because there was so much 
action and I could have 
actually cheered and gasped 
at places. It’s the best ending 
of a book I’ve read in ages, 
so many end up being an 
anticlimax. This is not one of 
them. I will definitely read his 
next title, if it flows as well as 
this one and provides an 
escape like this one I’m sure 
I’ll be just as delighted.”  

Amazon.Co.UK

THE LAST NIGHT AT 
TREMORE BEACH  (2014)  
 
When Peter Harper, a gifted 
musician whose career and 
personal life are in trouble, 
comes to northwest Ireland 
and rents a remote cottage on 
beautiful, windswept Tremore 
Beach, he thinks he has found 
a refuge, a tranquil place in a 
time of crisis. His only 
neighbours for miles around 
are a retired American couple, 

Leo and Marie Kogan, who sense his difficulties and take him 
under their wing. But there is something strange about the 
pair that he cannot quite figure out.  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EL MAL CAMINO (2015)  
 
On his way home, alone in his car, Chucks 
plays his album, lits a cigarrette and 
concentrates on the music. When he takes a 
curve, the cigarrette falls from his lips into his 
legs and Chucks takes his eyes away from the 
tiny road for a second to look for the cigarrette. 
When he looks back at the road he sees a man 
right in front of him and it is too late to avoid 
him... Chuck can’t help running over this man, 
who ends up dying in Chucks arms after 
mumbling some weird words. 

In panic and not knowing what to do next, the 
rock star leaves the corpse there and flees to 
his home scared of the consequences this 
accident might have for his career. 
 

AMAZON.ES REVIEWS


★★★★★ "I do not know what hours they gave me last night reading. Early 
morning, sure. I knew I could not fall asleep without knowing the end of this 
fast-paced thriller. Superbly developed characters. You know them as if you 
had been living with them. Frantic rhythm that rises and falls but never losing 
emotion and suspense. And if you're a music enthusiast, you'll enjoy it even 
more because of the constant allusions the author makes to everything related 
to it. "


★★★★★ "This second novel by Mikel Santiago is as addictive as the first. 
The rhythm is better taken and literarily it is a more mature work. Again, the 
characters are very real and with those who are quickly sympathetic. In 
addition, he has several scenes in a place that I adore: Cádiz. Totally 
recommended. "
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E L E X T R A Ñ O V E R A N O D E T O M 
HARVEY (2017) 
 
Tom Harvey is an American jazz musician that 
lives in Italy. One night he gets a call from his 
ex-wife's father, Bob Ardlan, but he is busy and 
doesnt pick up . The next day he learns that 
Bob died falling off the balcony of his house, on 
a cliff off the coast of Salerno, a few minutes 
after he called Tom.. 
 

AMAZON.ES REVIEWS


★★★★★ "Mikel Santiago has something special that makes you find 
yourself immersed in the universe of his characters. The whole plot is well 
documented and acclimated. You fall in love with the characters and it makes 
you sad to let them go ... I think it is necessary to know more about the life of 
Tom Harvey. Fantastic descriptions and a very careful vocabulary. It keeps you 
in tension until you finally know who is guilty of everything. Highly 
recommended !!!! "


★★★★★  “I loved being part of this "discover the murderer" game. A very 
entertaining story, well told and with interesting characters.”


★★★★★ "I loved it. A story that catches from the first page. Well planned 
and well developed. So you can not stop reading until the end. “
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LA ISLA DE LAS ULTIMAS VOCES 
(2018) 
 
An island lost in the North Sea. 

The storm hangs over St. Kilda and almost 
everyone has fled on the last ferry. There are 
no more than fifty people on the island, 
including Carmen, a Spanish woman who 
works in the small local hotel, and a handful of 
fishermen. It will be they who will find a 
mysterious metallic container next to the cliffs. 

A strange box brought by the waves. 

Through characters full of nuances and 
secrets, trapped in the heart of the storm, 
Mikel Santiago poses the question that flies 
over every page of the novel ... 

How far would you be willing to go to survive? 
 
 

AMAZON.ES REVIEWS


★★★★★ "I love this writer, I've read all his books and he never disappoints. 
The latter has had me hooked for a day and a half, you can not stop reading. 
The descriptions of both the island and the characters are great. If you like 
intrigue, it is highly recommended. "(Amazon Review)


★★★★★ "I do not know how long it took Mikel to write the book but I 
devoured it in three days. He has done it again. Each chapter leaves you 
wanting more and you can not stop reading. I dreamed that I was on the island 
with the protagonists and that's because I fell asleep thinking about the story. 
Needless to say, I recommend it super if you want to feel a good shot of 
anxiety and almost vertigo. Congratulations, I wish you much success with this 
book as well. "(Amazon Review)
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Praise for The Last Night At Tremore Beach 

Quotes about The Last Night at Tremore Beach from the English Language media

“A hair-raising debut (…) Santiago conjures a truly haunting page-turner”
- Publishers Weekly

"Santiago paints Tremore Beach in alternating strokes of lonely beauty and unpredictable 
danger”
– Booklist 

“Plausible characters, wonderful atmosphere and a solidly written story with just enough 
scariness will keep readers engaged to the very last page”
- Library Journal 

“A wonderfully eerie debut from a Spanish musician and writer set in northwestern 
Ireland, this thriller has already attracted attention across Europe, and with good reason. 
There are touches of both Daphne du Maurier and Stephen King (…) Part Don’t Look 
Now, part Misery, yet with a distinctive style of its own, this is a supercharged 
supernatural thriller.” 

- Daily Mail, UK  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“I loved this thriller which combined intrigue, danger and just enough Stephen King-styled
supernatural to keep it going. I can't wait to recommend this book to friends and patrons
alike.”
-Linda Quinn, Fairfield Library  

“It kept me guessing and I had no idea who to trust or what was real or not. I spent about
three days reading the first three quarters of it, enjoying it and being entertained as well 
as really immersed in the story, Then I hit the final run and my life stopped until it finished. 
It reminded me of a thriller film because there was so much action and I could have 
actually cheered and gasped at places. It’s the best ending of a book I’ve read in ages, 
so many end up being an anticlimax. This is not one of them. I will definitely read his next 
title.”
- Nudge Book Blog 

"The Last Night at Tremore Beach" is one of the darkest, creepiest books I have read in a
while- probably since "Behind Closed Doors" by B.A. Paris - which I loved ( check out my
review here). The main character, Peter, is struck by lightning and begins having lucid 
and increasingly terrifying nightmares. Nightmares showing him what would be a 
terrifying sequence of violent crimes against his friends and family - leaving Peter, and 
the reader, wondering - are these nightmares omens of his future or is Peter losing his 
mind? What I Loved: "The Last Night at Tremore Beach" was dark - like super dark, and 
also incredibly creepy. I knew from the description that the main character was having
nightmares - but never would have guessed how eerie the descriptions of those dreams
would be. This is definitely not one to read in the dark before bed - which, unlucky for me,
is when I do most of my reading. This book gave me some strong "Final Destination" ish
vibes ( anybody else terrified by those movies as a kid/teenager/ adult?) Much like in this
movie series- Peter sees terrible things occurring and struggles to prevent them, but also
struggles with how to interpret what he is seeing.
 
And I loved reading that interplay between Peter and his concern for his sanity - in fact,
this is probably one of the things the book did best, I think. The author, Mikel Santiago,
does an excellent job imagining that space between trusting and not trusting your own
mind. And that doubt the main character struggles with only increases the creepy factor -
because what is scarier than not being able to trust your own mind?
There is a lot going on in this book as several mysteries are presented, and then left
unsolved for the majority of the book. As a result, the last third of the book was incredibly
hard to put down! At that point I was dying for some answers. I enjoyed the fact that
mysteries are plotted out so that just when you think you have one figured out, you know
there are still two or three other things you aren't sure about - which kept me reading.
–Katie Runde, Blog review
 
 
“Mikel Santiago has written a fantastic debut and The Last Night at Tremore Beach is a
thriller that breaks exciting ground and moves away from usual thrillers. You will feel the
fear of the major character as you follow him on his personal journey through hell, while
there is plenty of personal guilt to go around, in fact, it is as if the parish priest has
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sprinkled holy water all over the place. (…) This is a fantastic debut thriller in which you
are challenged to face down your fears, out in a remote cottage that faces some very 
harsh weather. This really is an atmospheric and haunting thriller, which is evocative and 
dark at the same time. It is an intense and pleasurable read.”
- Secon Opinion Blog
 
 
“This is part thriller, part mystery with a touch of paranormal. Mr. Santiago does a terrific
job on the descriptions of the storms, I really felt the atmosphere on the beach with the
lightening striking. Peter's fear and his nightmares after his accident are also well done.
I liked Peter and many of the characters. The climactic moment was intense and although
the story needed to be "wrapped up", the last few pages seemed a bit of a let down. 
Overall, a pretty darn good read, and a fast page-turner.”
-Pamela Harell, reviewer on Netgalley
 
 
“Peter’s growing confusion over his night visions makes for compelling reading and he is
an interesting central character in a debut novel.”
- Crime Fiction Lover Blog
 
“Santiago proves you don't need blood and gore to terrify your audience. This terror is
much more insidious, much more subtle. Composer Peter Harper is divorced and 
suffering a music composer's version of writer's block when he decides to vacation on a 
remote Irish beach. One night he is struck by lightning, and while he isn't killed, he begins 
to suffer from headaches and bizarre hallucinations. It's when he cannot distinguish 
between his dreams and reality that the real horror begins.”
-Rosemary Smith, reviewer on Netgalley
 
“Santiago’s out-of-the-ordinary thriller melds the paranormal with a blood-ridden drama
(…) The result is an eerie, atmospheric tale.”
- Curled Up Blog
 
“Mikel Santiago’s The Last Night At Tremore Beach combines a spooky plot with 
lightningquick pacing that fans of eerie, page-turning mysteries will enjoy.”
- The Real Book Spy blog

“This was a highly entertaining read, full of twists and turns of the natural and
supernatural alike. (…) Overall there is so much to like about this book; the cover is quite
stunning and is what initially put this story on my radar, the story has many unique
qualities, and the writing is very well done.”
- The Suspense is Thrilling Me Blog

“This is a well- crafted and imaginative thriller. Its one part psychological, one part
paranormal, and one part crime thriller. The atmosphere is thick with suspense that builds
slowly at first, but the intensity increases steadily as the novel progresses. There couldn’t
have been a better setting, with wild storms juxtaposed against the idealistic calm of the
Irish beach. (…) This is a fun, fast paced thriller, entertaining enough and worth taking a
look at, especially since this is a debut novel and shows the author’s potential, which I
would say is very promising.”
- Night Owl Suspense Blog
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***
“Gripping and impossible to put down, The Last Night at Tremore Beach is a haunting,
atmospheric thriller perfect for fans of Stephen King and S.J. Watson.”

International Rights sold:

Atria (US & Canada), Simon & Schuster (UK & Commonwealth), Jacarnda (Portugal),
Suma (Brazil), DeGeus (Netherlands), Czarna Owca (Poland), Psichogios (Greece), 
Actes Sud (France), Znanje (Croatia), Hayakawa (Japan), Evro (Serbia), Rao (Romania), 
Sun Color (Taiwan), GNUP (China).
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